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• Division-Wide school and community event to advocate for the Health and Physical Education program
• Showcase of teacher best practices
• Recognition of outstanding student achievement
• Community partnerships
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Outcomes

- History and Overview
- Timeline and Planning
- Stakeholders and PLC’s
- Funding and Budget
- Incentives and Recognition
- Teacher “Buy In”
- Follow Up and Reflection
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“Old School”

• 20+ years
• Fitness Test “Winners”
• Track Meet Style
• 12 students per grade level
• Top 6 Ribbons
• Spectator Event
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• Transition from President’s Challenge Fitness Tests to Virginia Wellness-Related Physical Fitness Assessment
  – Cadence Tests: No definitive “winner”
  – Optional Forms of Assessment
  – “New PE”
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• OLD
  – 6 boys/6 girls
  – 2 Fastest
  – 2 Strongest
  – 2 Best
  – Spectators
  – Same Students
  – Lack of Interest

• NEW
  – 12 per grade level
    • Outstanding Example of HPE Program
    • Leadership Skills
    • Special Education
  – Teacher Recognition
  – Community Partners
  – All Welcome
  – All Ages
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• Timeline
  – Year Before
    • Satisfaction Survey
    • Teacher Input/Committee
    • Approval Process (“OAI”…open agenda item, PWCS Notice)
    • Funding? Budget?
    • Format
    • Venue
    • Date
    • Professional Development Catalog
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• Timeline:
  – 6 Months Before
  • Teacher Professional Development Registration
  • Communication to Teachers
  • T-Shirt Vendor? School Funds?
  • Confirm Venue
  • Concessions
  • Community Partners
  • Budget Considerations
    – HPE Office
    – Individual School
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• Timeline:
  – Two Months Before
    • Invite teacher showcases
    • Finalize events and schedule
    • Rain Date?
    • Confirm community partners
    • Map out venue
    • Print Shop
    • Signage
    • Order Necessary Equipment/Supplies
    • Develop Teacher Packet
      – Instructions
      – Parent letters
      – Directions
      – Map
      – Schedule
      – Teacher assignment
      – Recognition Certificate
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• Timeline:
  – One Month Before
    • Print Packet and Provide to Teachers
    • T-shirt Orders?
    • Signs?
    • Continue to Assign Teacher Duties
    • Confirm Teacher Showcases
    • First Aid or Athletic Trainers/Information Tables
    • Advertise
      – News release
      – School newsletters/marquees
      – Media Relations
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• Timeline
  – One Week Before
    • Confirm All Staff, Vendors, Media Relations and Community Partners
    • Gather all needed materials and station equipment, audio equipment, etc.
    • Prepare for teacher/partner cancellations and changes
    • Gather recognition/incentives
    • Make signs, sign in sheets, map of where each item goes, map of where each teacher/vendor is assigned
    • Schedule large deliveries/pick up/drop off
    • Public address system and radios
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• Timeline:
  – Day of the Event
    • Two hours prior: set up
    • Assign staff to parking, set up, information table, and greeting
    • Lost and Found, Lost child, Restrooms, First Aid
    • Media…be sure to get lots of video and pictures
    • Teachers should have a place to meet their students
    • Keep notes for next year
    • Have FUN!
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• After the Event:
  – Thank all partners, teachers, and stakeholders
  – Make notes of reflections and suggestions for next year
  – Survey?
  – Schedule date and venue for next time!
  – Press releases, announce the successful event
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Contact information:
Beth Tomanek King
kingbt@pwcs.edu or tomanea@pwcs.edu
(703)791-8042